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Woad grindstone with dyed leaves and fibers, ValdericArte

“… the Turquoise has got a very high thought...”
Fulvio Pellegrino Morato, The meaning of colours and bouquets, 1535
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Preface
Today it is possible to comfortably climb to the top of a mountain
with several mechanical means - helicopters, cableways, cars - and
from there enjoy a breathing view. And yet there are and there
will always be people who will climb on foot, among woods and
streams, rocks, and daring landscapes to reach the same peak. In
this choice what is important is not the goal in itself, but the path
taken to reach it, it is the itinerary that makes the experience full
and complete.
So perhaps, the most authentic way to understand something lies
precisely in the path we are following, in being involved in its and
our “Transformation”.
The first Alchemists knew it well, they looked for the key for the
understanding of the world and themselves in the transformation
of the matter. Modern psychological sciences teach it to us very
well because they describe learning and remembering as dynamic
processes, that is real itineraries which develop in our mind.
This is also the bet that was undertaken by Maria Stella Rossi, the
author of this book; today we can comfortably buy synthetic indigo, actually, a colour similar to the one obtained from the woad
pastel. Nevertheless, an authentic knowledge of the woad and its
history - and of that light blue colour - do not just pass from the
simple observation of a color tone or by the useful reading of specialized books and least of all by buying it.
A double itinerary is offered by this small guide; the one of the production process, extraction and woad dyeing and that of the physical and mental places that characterized and were characterized
by its processing, commerce and use. The intention of the author
is that of retracing the history of a blue gold in the complexity of all
its facets and components.
The meaning of deep light blue has always been associated to the
divine sphere since the first and most ancient civilizations. The
Chinese Empire where the Emperor was appointed by supernatural power is so “Light Blue”. For Babylonians and Egyptians whose
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sovereigns exchanged gifts in blue glass and lapislazuli, the light
blue has the same main meaning so that the geadgear, the nemes
of the Tutankamon golden sarchophagus is coated with the turquoise, lapislazuli and blue enamel. But in the same New Reign
also khepresh is completely light blue - Blue Crown or Crown of
war - that the sovereign wears in battle. Odin’s Wotan mantle is
light blue and when the Roman soldiers saw the barbarians dyed
in woad blue they thought they were beings belonging to the
same supernatural sphere as the souls of the dead people. The
meaning of the blue colour has not changed in time: the uses and
context of application of that ancestral meaning have changed.
In-fact the primary meanings of a colour depend on the archetypes of the collective unconscious, even before it takes place
in the history of civilizations and peoples. However the declinations of these primary meanings are the history of a colour, the
ways a colour replicates itself, the way it is used as a communication code, or it is interpreted and applied to the uses and customs of a civilization in its own, almost immutable, acceptation.
The meaning of a colour should not be confused with the history
of its applications and the contexts of communication where it is
inserted in time.
So, even today, experientially deepening the extraction of blue
from the woad is also a stimulus, invitation and solicitation to an
inner spiritual as well as cultural growth. The colour is life: talking
about colour means talking about life. The pigments and the dyes
produced by man are not exclusively bearers of a content that
is a certain chromatic tone. They evoke a meaning deeply sedimented in our psyche. They are complex witnesses of manual, intellectual, commercial, political, and social activities that are still
waiting for being fully investigated, questioned and retraced in
their own history.
But there is more. Collecting a herb, following its processing and
observing its developing dye where a yellowish and almost colourless bath, becomes, in exposure to air, the light blue belonging to the Prince Charming of the fairy tales, it is something that,
like observing a dawn, moves analogies and path in our mind that
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are able to “animate” our interiority. These itineraries, enliven it
and help us to color that greyness where we can sink too often,
oppressed by the routine of a world that appears to us fatally monotonous and tarnished: oppressive.
Dealing with colours is a “terapheia” - therapy - of the soul. It is
just like observing the landscape in the magic of places. Among
these colours, the one extracted from the woad is certainly one of
the most deeply significant; like the places of its history are full of
history and meanings.
Through techniques that continue to preserve intact the charm of
an ancient tradition you can follow a path where you can compose different experiences: projecting, realizing and internalizing
together. Learning rigorous techniques to make it an art i.e. a taste
and a style. This book would have already achieved its aim if only,
for some people, it represented the first steps of this itinerary:
practical and interior at the same time.
Sandro Baroni
Maimeri Foundation, Milan

In the next page: detail of the illuminated page by The
treaty of the Silk Art, XV th century, Firenze, Biblioteca
Laurenziana, Ms. Plut. 89 sup. 117, c. 27r
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